Do din mile udhaar me
Ghaton ke vyapar me
Kshan kshan ka hisaab loon
Yaa nidhi shesh lutoon main
Raah kaun sa jaoo main.
By:- Atal Bihari Bajpai
A heart filled with aspirations is all that we knew since the very existence of the school and that's what
gave us the ambition of marching forward till excellence is achieved in all our endeavour’s.
This report is comprised of the achievements made during the year gone by and at the same time set
the path for greater accomplishments in the years to come.
1. As a regular practice followed every year, this session began with the Orientation Programme for the
parents of the students of classes Pre-Primary to VIII. The programme made the parents aware of the
scheme of education we impart here at our school. Query-resolving session by a child psychologist
illuminated the path of positive parenting. It concluded with HAWAN and SHANTI PATH.
2. Keeping ourselves up with the pace of the modern world, Complete Digitization of the school was
undertaken which transformed the entire school chores channel through the Information Technology,
bringing in more transparency and enhanced communication with parents and community. School has
the best facilities regarding Information Technology working on OpenOffice.org GIMP, Scratch and
HTML. The school has its own web portal i.e. www.davbihta.org .Parents have all kind of access from
the website
3. The school management has introduce naitik siksha/Dharam siksha to inculcate the value points of
huminity in the young minds.
4. With the sole purpose of updating teachers' knowledge, the school participated a series of Teachers'
Workshops. It was an attempt which inclusively engulfed various significant aspects like Moral Values,
Life Skills , Meditation & Stress Management .
Apart from this, our teachers are made a part of the training sessions and workshops happening at
other schools. Our teachers attended various workshops like VEDIC CHETNA SHIVIR, workshop on
NURTURING EARLY CHILDHOOD and ADOLESCENCE MANAGEMENT, workshops on various
ACADEMIC SUBJECTS. Attendee teachers further share the knowledge with other fellow teachers
widening the sphere of wisdom.
5. To take part is what counts in competition and lessons of victory and defeat are what we get in
return. This environment was sufficiently created through inter-school, inter-house and inter-class
competitions such as debates, Vad-Vivaad Pratiyogita, Shlok Competition, Quiz, Rangoli, Declamation,
Creative-Writing, Spelling competition, Rhyme and Rhythm, Science Exhibition, Drawing and PowerPoint competitions. Our students took part in various inter-school and zonal level Competitions and
brought laudable laurels to the school.
(i) second position in 100 metres race under 14 in Zonal competition..
(ii) First position in 400 metres race under 14 in Zonal competition..
(iii)Our students have got third position in Inter-School YOGA competition.
6. Academically there is no dearth of talents in the area students are fetching good marks in the
examination they are well disciplined and they behave with full decency and decorum.
7. This school is a branch of well known DAV college Managing Committee New Delhi-110055
Dr.( Mrs.) Nisha Peshin Director PS-II (DAVCMC New Delhi), Regional Officer Dr. U.S.Prasad (Patna
Zone-A), Manager of the school Mr. S.K. Jha, ARO( muzaffarpur zone) along with different DRO/ARO

of DAV and Principals of others DAV public schools visited the school to inspire us and the cultural
program was performed on the theme of Save Plants.
8. The school celebtrates all the festivals throughout the year like Republic day, Independence Day
Teachers Day etc.In the last but not the least we have celebrated Annual Day program in which the
students were given amazing performances to show their potential in front of the Chairman of the
school Dr. Ajay Sehgal, Regional Officer Dr. U.S.Prasad, all the Principals of DAV public schools Patna
Zone along with parents of the students

Towards the end, I thank the supportive management whose continuous support to our ideology of
education has enabled the school to come this far. Teachers and the entire staff members also deserve
applause for their tireless efforts in implementing the route map of imparting quality education here. I
also extend my heartfelt thanks to the parents of our students who have shown unflinching faith in us
by giving us the profound opportunity to transform their children into truly useful citizens of the future
world.
With that, let us foresee a world of universal singularity where our children are going to be the
propellant of this change and the world shall be a beautiful place to live in..!!!

Thank you very much !!!!!

